Brad Oldham International, Inc.
Company Overview
Dallas-based Brad Oldham International, Inc. (BOII) is a design and manufacturing company specializing in
sculpture, architectural features and commercial products that are customized for site-specific installation
or created for retail distribution. The three primary business units of the company are site-specific sculpture,
features and products for public and commercial projects; limited-edition sculpture for retail distribution
for the home and office; and retail products to increase access and awareness of BOII’s sculpture and
custom products. When the three business units work together, the combined synergy elevation is greater
than the sum of the parts.
The leadership of this company is made up of highly respected artists and business professionals who
cultivate opportunities to work in partnership with our clients to provide original skills and products. The
company offers more than a look with outstanding craftsmanship; clients who partner with Brad Oldham
International, Inc. know that:

• We work collaboratively in the trenches. We get to know each client/community and
project goals in order to analyze each space in terms of its design elements, as well as its
practical requirements. The company is guided by a strong collaborative product design
philosophy.
• We provide full-service design-to-delivery options, on scale. Our vertically integrated
structure means every detail is taken care of - on time and on budget. BOII has
manufacturing relationships and experiences both domestically and overseas that
enable us to provide proprietary products for specific projects at a cost comparable to
what clients might spend on catalogue products. Because we have a full-service art
studio as the heart of our business, we also create pieces that are truly one-of-a-kind
works of art.
• We create unique, useable pieces, making art accessible. We want the end users of
our products to think about whether the piece is art or function. Because we provide
proprietary products in large doses, the opportunities to engage consumers increase.
Transforming utilitarian architectural pieces into art makes creativity and art that much
more accessible. In fact, it is the understanding of how the space will be used that often
inspires new levels of creativity.

Through our commitment to creativity, collaboration, story, accessibility, unique business structure,
craftsmanship, and manufacturing from idea to finished product, BOII differentiates itself from other
artists, product designers and manufacturers.
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